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Extended Abstract

Single cell genomic techniques promise to yield key insights into the dynamic
interplay between gene expression and epigenetic modification. However, the
experimental difficulty of performing multiple measurements on the same cell
currently limits efforts to combine multiple genomic data sets into a united
picture of single cell variation [1, 2]. The current understanding of epigenetic
regulation suggests that any large changes in gene expression, such as those
that occur during differentiation, are accompanied by epigenetic changes. This
means that if cells undergoing a common process are sequenced using multiple
genomic techniques, examining any of the genomic quantities should reveal the
same underlying biological process. For example, the main difference among cells
undergoing differentiation will be the extent of their differentiation progress,
whether you look at the gene expression profiles or the chromatin accessibility
profiles of the cells.

We reasoned that this property of single cell data could be used to infer
correspondence between different types of genomic data. To infer single cell cor-
respondences, we use a technique called manifold alignment. Intuitively, manifold
alignment constructs a low-dimensional representation (manifold) for each of the
observed data types, then projects these representations into a common space
(alignment) in which measurements of different types are directly comparable
[3, 4]. To the best of our knowledge, manifold alignment has never been used in
genomics. However, other application areas recognize the technique as a power-
ful tool for multimodal data fusion, such as retrieving images based on a text
description, and multilingual search without direct translation [4].

We show for the first time that it is possible to construct cell trajectories,
reflecting the changes that occur in a sequential biological process, from single
cell epigenetic data. In addition, we present an approach called MATCHER that
computationally circumvents the experimental difficulties of performing multiple
genomic measurements on a single cell by inferring correspondence between sin-
gle cell transcriptomic and epigenetic measurements performed on different cells
of the same type. MATCHER works by first learning a separate manifold for the
trajectory of each kind of genomic data, then aligning the manifolds to infer a
shared trajectory in which cells measured using different techniques are directly
comparable. Because there is, in general, no actual cell-to-cell correspondence
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between datasets measured with different experimental techniques, MATCHER
generates corresponding measurements by predicting what each type of measure-
ment would look like at a given point in the process. Using scM&T-seq data, we
confirm that MATCHER accurately predicts true single cell correlations between
DNA methylation and gene expression without using known cell correspondence
information.

We also downloaded publicly available single cell genomic data from a total
of 4,974 single mouse embryonic stem cells grown in serum. Each cell in this
dataset was individually assayed using one of four experimental techniques:
RNA-seq, scM&T-seq, ATAC-seq, or ChIP-seq. We used MATCHER to infer
correlations among these four measurements. This analysis gave novel insights
into the changes that cells undergo as they transition from pluripotency to a
differentiation primed state.

We found three main results. First, chromatin accessibility and histone mod-
ification changes largely fall into two anti-correlated categories: silencing of
pluripotency factor binding sites and repression of lineage-specific genes by chro-
matin remodeling factors. Second, the action of pluripotency transcription fac-
tors is gradually removed by both transcriptional silencing of the genes and
epigenetic silencing of the binding sites for these factors. In contrast, regulation
of chromatin remodeling factor activity occurs primarily at the epigenetic level,
largely unaccompanied by changes in the expression of the chromatin remodeling
factors. Third, DNA methylation changes are strongly coupled to gene expres-
sion changes early in the process of differentiation priming, but the degree of
coupling drops sharply later in the process.

Our work is a first step toward a united picture of heterogeneous transcrip-
tomic and epigenetic states in single cells. MATCHER promises to be a pow-
erful tool as single cell genomic approaches continue to generate revolutionary
discoveries in fields ranging from cancer biology and regenerative medicine to
developmental biology and neuroscience.
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